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Fermented spider eye hypixel skyblock
Spider Eye VII ← Previous Next → Enchanted Spider's Eye No (top tier material) No Yes Yes 66,165 coins 62,447 coins 4,234,528 coins 3,996,602 coins 1 0,240x Spider Eye 64x Brown Mushroom21px 64x SugArmor Cane Page 2 Sign in Register No Yes Yes 21px 1x SugArmor Cane 1x Brown Mushroom 1x Spider Eye Page 2 Sign in The Revivers
Register So I was recently told that e ferm spider eyes give the most cost-effective brewing exp, so I check and see that they both cost about 100-125k each, but e sugar cane makes actually a useful potion, which can then promote a spray or can be sold to return the money, wheras e farm spider eyes only makes a weakness potion that is not very useful. Can you turn the weakness of the potion strength potion through regular ferm spider eyes (as in vanilla)? - How much exp on e ferm spider eyes and how is that compared to e-sugar cane? - Buying an e-farm spider eye is worth considering that they cost just like electronic sugar cane? gipehtonhceT I know that regular ferm eyes work like in vanilla, not sure
about ench them SinisterShiny In vanila, you can not convert the weakness of pots into strength. So the weaknesses of the pots remain as weakness of the pots. Let's be real, rabbit 5 and spirit 4 pots are much better than speed 8 anyway. Not_WiseDragon In vanilla, you can't convert the weakness of the pots into strength. So the weaknesses of the pots
remain as weakness of the pots. Let's be real, rabbit 5 and spirit 4 pots are much better than speed 8 anyway. The target speed of 8 only to allow you to run at 400% speed with a full sup SinisterShiny speed 8 gives you a 40 speed spirit 4 gives you 40 pounds of speed and spirit pots way cheaper. krwminer Enhancement - Please either don't make a normal
fermented from the enchanted spider's eyes or make the recipe different. It's too easy to accidentally make a normal fermented spider eye and lose a stack of 64 enchanted spider eyes by getting the styling order wrong. PixelSlayer doesn't really have how much you lose? PixelSlayer I'm sure he said 64, but. They said they turned off the vanilla recipe for
enchanted items Ahh OK thx is going to offer some replacement, but if it's a false statement I'll think twice. Raqtor happened to me twice Arisuwu did it on the first fermentation I created. made sure I used the charm of glitter mods ever since krwminer Pretty sure he said 64, but. They said they turned off the vanilla recipe for enchanted items. Because I
actually made 64 normal fermented spider eyes out of 64 enchanted spider eyes. _3rik'm sure he said 64, but. They said they turned off the vanilla recipe for the enchanted items Ahh OK thx going some replacement, but if it's a false statement I'll think twice. they didn't turn off this one thing happened to me like 3 days ago, lost 1 enchanted enzymes (64
enchanted eyes), so not too bad, but still. You must log in or register to register answer here. MaxPing I wonder, for the fermented spider's eyes, you need a brown fungus. How do you get one. This is quite a difficult item to get. Anyone knows how to get a brown mushroom. Also, for a blaze rod crafting recipe, for fireworks, you need a charged, or just a basic
firework with gunpowder and paper. TheRoyalBuffalo You can get a brown mushroom in the swamp, nether and from large mushrooms in the covered woods Also for the blazerod recipe, you only need basic fireworks (1 paper and 1 gunpowder). MaxPing you have to log in or register to respond here. NaturesButler I used a stack of enchanted spider eyes
that took the book a whole 2 days to get, and when I used them, a stack of brown mushrooms, and a stack of sugar to make the fermented spider eyes, in the exit slot appeared a regular fermented spider eye. Now I thought it was just a visual error and thought actually none of this until I CLICK SHIFTED AND then GOT A STACK FROM REGULAR
FERMENTED SPIDER EYE. What can I do to make things change, because it's basically a whole 2 days of work gone by, just a poof. Please tell me if you know anything, thank you. You can't have it reversed. Sorry ̄\_(ツ)_/ ̄ Amooseable If you don't organize it just like the recipe says that on you JuJuJelly exactly the same thing happened to me. It's best to
just move on. You have to log in or register to respond here. Crypticpp joined August 13, 2019 Messages 10 How Can I Make Enchanted Fermented Eye Spider? BertBerry Joined August 22, 2017 Messages 574 Reactions 230 They changed the recipe order for it. Here's a screenshot of the new recipe: logistiqs Joined August 23, 2019 Posts 130 Reactions
50 Wow It's not too bad, I thought it was a 2 and a half stack of enchanted spider eye. Pariux Enchanted Fermented Eyes is much cheaper than the enchanted sugar cane currently. Price for eyes: 179k - 39k and 140k per eye. Price for enchanted sugar cane: 205k - 15k and 190k for sugar cane. NOTE: In order to maximize profits, you need to cook in regular
glowstone whenever making your pots. This will allow you to sell them for a much higher than normal price. (39k total for the eyes). SlipperyEJ123 Since when is the electronic sugar cane 200k?? Revivers Or if you are willing to grind for 25 hours to use e melon, 22m to get alch 50 from 0 exp the current price of the bazaar Not_WiseDragon Alchemy was 3
times cheaper with farms a couple of weeks ago ... You have to log in or register to respond here. In here. hypixel skyblock enchanted fermented spider eye
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